This paper deals with large scale aspects of Hill's equationẍ +(a +bp(t))x = 0, where p is periodic with a fixed period. In particular, the interest is the asymptotic radial density of the stability domain in the (a, b)-plane. It turns out that this density changes discontinuously in a certain direction and exhibits and interesting asymptotic fine structure. Most of the paper deals with the case where p is a Morse function with one maximum and one minimum, but also the discontinuous case of square Hill's equation is studied, where the density behaves differently.
Introduction, main results
One of the simplest conservative systems, used to describe many vibratory motions, is given by the Mathieu equations [14] x + (a + b cos(t))x = 0,
where a and b are real parameters. One of the important features of equation (1) is that of parametric resonance. Indeed, in the (a, b)-parameter plane zones emerge from the points (a, b) = ((k/2) 2 , 0), k = 1, 2, . . ., where the zero-solution becomes unstable, while outside these zones this solution is stable. Compare with Arnold [5] and see figure 1. We also note that the Mathieu equation is reversible and also that its potential is antisymmetric with respect to t = π/2. Hence the stability diagram is symmetric with respect to the a-axis. This paper deals with the more general class of Hill's equations
where again a and b are real parameters. In many examples the period will be 2π or some other fixed value, but this is irrelevant. Throughout we also assume that p has average zero, i.e. stable and unstable zones. Hill's equation arises as the variational equation of periodic solutions in Hamiltonian systems with two degrees of freedom and therefore has a wide applicability in all physical sciences. Since (2) gives a precise indication on the linear stability of these solutions it is worthwile to study this equation and its stability diagram. For a local study as b → 0 we refer to [9] and references therein. We note that the boundaries between the stable and unstable zones form a bifurcation diagram, mainly related to subharmonic bifurcations. The first stability diagram known to us is by van der Pol and Strutt [16] . Subsequently, many papers and textbooks have appeared on this subject; we would like to mention Stoker [20] , Meixner and Schäfke [15] , Levy and Keller [12] , Weinstein and Keller [21, 22] , Pöschel and Trubowitz [17] and Arnold [3, 4, 5] . This literature contains extensive estimates on the order of the tangencies of the instability boundaries for b → 0, the so-called resonance tongues, as well as of the order of narrowness of the stability boundaries for (−a, b) → ∞. It should be noted that such (Arnold) resonance tongues occur quite universally in the theory of dynamical systems and their bifurcations, which usually are successfully approached by averaging or normal form techniques [4] , also see [7] , and references therein.
In [2, 8, 9 ] the topology of the symplectic group Sp(1, R) ≡ SL(2, R) has been used to explain certain geometrical aspects of the resonance tongues of the reversible Hill equation, in particular the occurrence of so-called instability pockets. Similar results also hold in the case of Hill's equation with quasi-periodic forcing, which has direct applications to the quasi-periodic Schrödinger operator [10, 18, 19] . We would like to note that in this paper no reversibility will be assumed. However, as far as the authors know, the phenomena reported in this paper and the corresponding theoretical results are novel. Figure 2 shows a sample of examples concerning the global bifurcation diagram for different choices for the function p in (2) . These examples are reversible: p(−t) = p(t). In figure 3 one can see a non-reversible example in a very large domain, both for b > 0 and b < 0. This paper focuses on certain global aspects of this bifurcation diagram regarding the large scale radial density of the stability domain.
To be more precise, under the regularity assumption that t → a+bp(t) is a Morse function, we study the asymptotic measure theoretical density of the stability domain in the parameter plane, i.e. the set of (a, b) for which the zero-solution of equation (2) is stable. In this paper a Morse function is understood as being smooth without degenerate critical points. Here the density is measured in radial directions. It is shown that this density equals 1 inside a certain sector, so here for 'most' parameter points one has stability. Outside this sector the density 
, for the value µ = 0.6. Right: p(t) = cos(t)+cos(2t)+cos(4t)+1.5 cos(6t). In both cases we plotted two diagrams at different scale, in which we indicated the critical lines, except in the bottom left plot were it is obvious where the critical line is located. Also in each case we plotted on top the function t → p(t). equals 0, so here for 'most' parameter points equation (2) is unstable. The critical direction occurs when the absolute minimum of the function t → a +bp(t) has the value 0, in which case this density has the value 1/2. Our second result concerns the transition of the density from 0 to 1 through 1/2, i.e. when passing through the critical line. A third result concerns square Hill's equation with p(t) = sign(cos(2πt)), an example where the function p is discontinuous; this example exhibits dramatic differences with the Morse case.
We briefly outline this paper. First, in section 1.1 we introduce the asymptotic radial stability density as a function of the direction and present the main result; for the proofs see sections 2 and 3. Then, in section 1.2 we formulate our results regarding the transition of the density when moving through the critical line; for the proof see section 4. In section 1.3 we state the result for the square Hill equation and give a proof in section 5.
Asymptotic radial density of the stability domain
Consider a measurable set S ⊂ R 2 and a ray through the origin in R 2 defined by a point (a, b) = (0, 0). We introduce 'polar coordinates' ω and χ through
Let L(χ ; k) be the line segment of length k lying on the ray, with one end at the origin.
Definition 1 (Asymptotic radial density). The asymptotic radial density of S in the direction χ is the limit, if it exists,
where | · | denotes the Lebesgue measure on the line.
We shall apply definition 1 to the stability domain
abbreviating ρ(χ) = ρ S p (χ ). The main result of this paper then reads as follows. 
if tan(χ ) is one of the endpoints of I,
In the following we shall call a direction χ stable when ρ(χ) = 1 and unstable when ρ(χ) = 0 and similarly for sectors. We first reformulate the setting of theorem 1 by introducing
Often we fix the direction χ and just write q = q χ . We then consider the general Hill equation
with one real parameter ω. We now define the stability density ρ = ρ(q) of the set of stable ω in the same way as above:
where | · | is the one-dimensional Lebesgue measure. With some abuse of notation we used the same letter ρ. Note also that in (4) we used the length in the (a, b)-plane to define the density while in (9) we use ω. It is an elementary exercise to prove that if one of these densities exists the other also exists and the values coincide. In the following ρ is going to depend on several other parameters as well. 
Theorem 2 (Asymptotic radial stability density in a fixed direction
is everywhere positive except at one unique zero, 0 ifq is negative on some interval.
Observe that the unique zero of q necessarily is a non-degenerate minimum, since q is assumed to be Morse. The proof that theorem 1 follows from theorem 2 is left to the reader. In theorem 1, the density function ρ(χ) has a discontinuity for tan(χ ) at the endpoints of I. We shall call these directions and the corresponding lines in the (a, b)-plane as critical. For details about the fine structure near such critical lines see section 1.2.
Remark 1.
-One open question is how rapidly the limits in theorems 1 and 2 are approached as k → ∞, particularly near the critical lines. -For the application of definition 1 and for some of the results in this paper it is enough that the periodic function p be continuous, although in many places even L 1 is enough. As an illustration see section 1.3 concerning the case of square Hill's equation.
Our proof of theorem 2 is divided into several parts. In sections 2 and 3 we deal with the first and third cases of (10), subsequently applying adiabatic theory and exponential domination, leaving the second case ρ = 1/2 to section 4. As additional information, it is an elementary exercise to check that if q is negative everywhere then (8) is unstable. See the beginning of the proof of lemma 2 for details.
Rewriting a periodic system (2) in the forṁ
allows us to consider planar Poincaré maps over various time intervals. Since the system is linear and Hamiltonian, these maps are both linear and area preserving, compare with [5] . A Poincaré map over the entire period often is called monodromy map. In the case of (8) this map will be denoted by F ω . We recall that stability is equivalent to
in which case the eigenvalues of F ω are on the complex unit circle without being real, again see [5] .
Transition of a critical line
We consider the vicinity of a critical line for the case of (2) where p is a C 2 periodic Morse function, investigating how the asymptotic radial density of stability varies when passing from a stable sector to an unstable one. As said before a Morse function is understood as a smooth real-valued function with has no degenerate critical points.
Theorem 3 (Width of transition domain)
. In Hill's equation (2) assume that the C 2 periodic Morse function p of zero average has a unique absolute minimum at t = 0 of the local form
as t → 0, with p 0 < 0 and p 2 > 0. Then, for any given value of the parameter a > 0, for 
A similar result holds when p has a unique absolute maximum at t = 0 and b < 0.
The next theorem makes this more precise by considering equation (8) where q is a Morse function with a unique absolute minimum at t = 0 having a weak dependence on ω: (8) with a Morse function q possessing a unique local minimum at t = 0 as described above:
Theorem 4 (Transition near a critical line). Consider Hill's equation
x + ω 2 ct 2 − d ω + o(t 2 ) x = 0.
Then the density of stability as a function of the parameters (c, d) tends to
These results rest on properties of fundamental solutions of the Airy and Weber (or parabolic cylinder) equations [1] . For proofs see section 4.
The case of square Hill's equation
We now consider a case where the function p in (2) is discontinuous, namely where
where we note that p has period 2. The corresponding equation (2) is known as square Hill's equation. The asymptotic radial density of stability ρ(χ) = 0 for χ > 1/4π , but in contrast with the smooth case the transition to the situation where ρ(χ) = 1 does not take place in the immediate vicinity of the line b = a. As we shall see now the entire sector 1/4π > χ > 0 is needed for the transition to the stable case ρ = 1.
To be more precise, given that
we put 1 − δ = tan χ and let δ run over the interval [0, 1], thereby considering ρ = ρ(δ). Let ω 1 and ω 2 be defined by ω Furthermore, the following asymptotic expansions hold true:
Remark 2. We consider the original parameter plane R 2 = {a, b}. From theorem 5 it follows that at the critical line b = a, where δ = 0, we have ρ(δ) = 0. At the line b = 0, corresponding to δ = 1, we have ρ(δ) = 1. In between, i.e. for 0 < b < a, always ρ(δ) < 1. This is in sharp contrast with the situation described in the regular case of theorem 2.
For a more detailed description, proofs and comparison with the case ω 1 /ω 2 ∈ Q see section 5.
Conclusions
As the warning example of square Hill's equation of section 1.3 already indicates, the regularity of the function p has a strong influence on the transition properties of the asymptotic radial stability density ρ = ρ(χ).
This study has been complemented by many numerical simulations which show that below to the critical line but close to it, the size of the instability intervals along a line of fixed slope tends to zero as a power of ε which depends on the regularity of the function p. For the analytical case the evidence is that the convergence to zero is O(exp(−cω)) for some c > 0.
Another amazing fact, which the reader can guess from the bottom part of figure 2 and, especially, in figure 3 , is the existence of a 'stability web' in the domain with ρ = 0. It is formed by the domains of stability in the (a, b)-plane. Due to the fact that different 'channels of stability' are associated with disjoint sets of the rotation number, the channels are disjoint and they produce a 'zigzagging' structure. The structure of this web is associated with the relative minima/maxima of the functions q. The details will be presented in a forthcoming paper.
Outline of the proofs
We present a brief outline of the set-up of our proofs as previously indicated. The proof of theorem 2 is divided into several parts. For the first and third case of (10) 
Proof of theorem 2: the elliptic case of positive q
We start by proving the first statement of theorem 2 where the function q is positive, using an approach via adiabatic invariance [11] . In general, we can rewrite Hill's equation (8) as a systemẋ = −ωy,
Since our interest is with large ω, we rescale the time via ωt = τ. Through, the paper we shall use˙= d/dt and = d/dτ and ε = 1/ω. Derivation with respect to other independent variables will be indicated explicitly. This change recasts (13) into
Since ε = 1/ω 1, this is a slowly varying Hamiltonian system and we make use of adiabatic invariance by introducing the (τ -dependent) action-angle variables (I, θ ):
the positivity of q is used here. We note that dx ∧dy = 1 2 dI ∧dθ, so the Hamiltonian character is preserved. Our system (14) takes the form
The angle equation is independent of the action variable, as is to be expected from the linearity of the original system. Denoting It is easy to show (e.g. [5] ) that
and, in a similar way, that
From (18) we obtain for the symplectic angle ψ(t) = θ(ωt), expressed in terms of the original time and ω = 1/ε:
Consider now two values ω A < ω B such that the monodromy matrices F ω with ω A < ω < ω B lie inside a stability domain, with F ω A and F ω B on opposite boundaries, see figure 4. To be specific assume that Tr F ω A = 2 and Tr F ω B = −2. Thus
see, e.g. [13] . From (20) we obtain
Since
A ) is small and
, it follows that every stability interval is of length O(ω 0 ) for large ω. To prove that the asymptotic stability density ρ = 1 it suffices to show that the instability gaps are short for large ω. In the same notation as (21), we have
compare with (21) .
We now compute the monodromy matrix F ω , taking the initial conditions √ q(t) dt, we obtain, using (15) and (18), (19):
Since Tr F ω B = −2, it follows that
Inserting ω B J = (2n + 1)π + ξ the latter equation rewrites to
This completes the proof of the first part of theorem 2.
Remark 3.
-Although instability intervals indeed correspond to unstable F ω we do not need this in the proof. This instability can be proven from the monotonic dependence of the rotation angle ψ on ω, using the standard Sturm estimate and the positivity of q. -In the setting of theorem 1, the above proof implies that ρ = 1 inside the appropriate sector. -The results of theorem 2 depend on the smoothness of q. For example, if q is only C 1 , the O( √ ε)-estimate of (24) is a priori only o (1) . Some special properties of the differential equations can lead to improved results on averaging.
Proof of theorem 2: the dominantly hyperbolic case where q changes sign
We now turn to the third part of theorem 2 where q changes sign. Since q is assumed to be a C 2 periodic Morse function, it changes sign an even number of times, where the graph crosses the zero-level transversally. Without loss of generality we consider the case where q has exactly two such crossings. Our goal is to show that ρ(q) = 0, which now means that the stability domains are narrow for large ω.
In figure 5 we depict the graph of q under consideration. The monodromy map F ω is decomposed as
Here M + , M − are the strongly elliptic, respectively hyperbolic parts and C u , C d are the signchanges of q in 'upward', respectively 'downward' direction. We recall that these constituting Poincaré maps are all linear and area preserving. We shall show that the contribution of the strongly hyperbolic part M − dominates, which leads to an exponential decay of the stability domains as ω → ∞. For concreteness we assume that q crosses 0 increasing (decreasing) at t = t u (t = t d ). Then values t * (t * * ) and t * (t * * ) are chosen to the right (left) of t u and t d , respectively. Hence the matrices M + , C d , M − , C u account, respectively, for the transitions from t * to t * * , from t * * to t * , from t * to t * * and from t * * to t * . The concrete values of t * , * * and t * , * * will be chosen appropriately in section 3.3.
In the following we shall use in many places local approximations of the vectorfield. To take into account the neglected part we rely on the following result, which is an immediate consequence of Gronwall's lemma. Remark 4.
-In anticipation we note that t * , * * and t * , * * are going to be chosen such that the distances to the nearby point t u , t d will be of the form K j ε 2/3 for suitable large values of K j , j = u, d. It will prove convenient that the values of |q| at these four points are all equal and this value is of the formq =Kε 2/3 for a very large constantK. -The latter can be achieved by choosing K j such that this choice compensates the different slopes of q at t u , t d . Note that from lemma 1 it follows that the quadratic and higher order parts of q are irrelevant for small ε.
We shall compute all constituting matrices in the (x, y) coordinates, using τ as independent variable, compare with (14) . Further adaptations of the time variable will be applied in due course and whenever needed.
The strongly elliptic part M +
For the strongly elliptic part M + we proceed as in the elliptic case of section 2 where now M + is the Poincaré map from t = t * to t = t * * . As mentioned we assume q(t * ) = q(t * * ) =:q. In this case we define J =
Compare with (23). We observe that J is essentially independent of ω, i.e. up to order O(ω −1 ) as ω → ∞. The only mild dependence appears through the variation of t * , t * * with ω, which is of the same order, because integrals like
The strongly hyperbolic part M −
Here we discuss the strongly hyperbolic part M − using rather standard arguments. The starting point is system (14)
which in polar coordinates x = r cos ϕ, y = r sin ϕ take the form Proof. We consider the ϕ-dynamics between t * and t * * , noting that this is independent of r. So we can define a one-dimensional Poincaré map over this interval. Considering the direction of ϕ at the boundaries ϕ = −π/2, 0, and recalling that q < 0 in the interval (−π/4, 0), it follows by Poincaré-Bendixson like arguments that has at least one fixed point in (−π/2, 0). Along this orbit the derivative r is strictly positive. This gives us an expanding eigenvector. In a similar way we find a contracting eigenvector for initial ϕ in (0, π/2). This also proves the unicity of the eigenvectors. Along the orbit starting at the fixed point of in (−π/2, 0) the variation of r is given by
The mild dependence of c * on ω is due to the small variation of t * , t * * with ω.
On the other hand, the equation for ϕ in (27) forms a slow-fast system, the slow variable being t and the fast one ϕ. In the fourth quadrant ϕ(τ ) will closely follow the fixed point of the 'frozen' system, ϕ(τ ) = − arctan(− √ q(ετ )). To prove which is the behaviour of the difference between the frozen value and the correct value we analyse its evolution near a point like t u . It is not restrictive to assume t u = 0 and that near t = 0, the function q(t) is t. Slopes different from 1 introduce simply a constant factor, and the nonlinear terms shall be considered later.
We introduce a new independent variable z defined by t = ε 2/3 z. Hence
giving a frozen value ϕ
We must study the value of χ starting at a value z = −M when we reach a value z = −K with K very large and M K. Note that the effect of the nonlinear terms in q(t) and the ones missing in (29) can be bounded by changing the factors 2 and 1/2 in (29) by nearby values.
The solution of the linear equation (29) at z = −K is given by
where 
up to a relative error O(K −1 ). Note that the format of (30) is quite similar to (26).
Near transversal sign change of q
Next we turn to the Poincaré maps C u and C d corresponding to the transversal sign changes of q, see figure 5 . We first consider the case of C u , which we shall relate to an Airy equation of the form
compare with [1, section 10.4], where we changed the sign of the independent variable z. Without loss of generality and for simplicity we assume that t u = 0 and let c =q(0) > 0. We now introduce t * = δ, where δ will be determined appropriately. We start by discussing orders of magnitude, considering the angular equation 
Here f (z), g(z) are the solutions of (31) with the conditions f (0) = 1,
dg dz (0) = 1. They can be related to the standard Airy functions Ai (−z), Bi (−z) in the oscillatory domain, see [1] . Note that the (real) argument z = c 1/3 K of f, g (or of Ai, Bi ) is not at all small, so that we could use asymptotic information for large values if we were interested in more concrete estimates. At this moment this will not be necessary for our purposes.
Remark 5. If we write q(t) = ct + O(t
2 ), the effect of the O(t 2 )-terms is included in the estimate O(ε 2/3 ) of (32). This follows from lemma 1.
Proof.
We must scale the case of x + cετ x = 0 to the Airy equation (31). To this end we scale the time as z = (cε) 1/3 τ. Then we recall that the final value of τ in the considered interval is given by ωδ = Kε −1/3 . From this it follows a final value of c 1/3 K for z.
The factors (εc)
±1/3 in (32) are due to the change of independent variable from z to τ , and the signs from the definition of y in (14) .
Once more note that the terms (εc)
±1/3 can be replaced byq ±1/2 at the price of introducing (c 1/3 K) 1/2 multiplying g and its inverse multiplying df /dz. That is, introducing these factors the format of (32) becomes
where the functions a i,j only depend only on c 1/3 K. In a completely similar way one can study the Poincaré map −δ from τ = 0 to τ = −ωδ. −δ will depend on the exponential part Ai (z), Bi (z). In Bi (z) a large factor exp( 2 3 z 3/2 ) shows up, however, we recall that c 1/3 K must be taken large but bounded. The Poincaré map C u is related to δ and −δ as follows: 
Narrow stability domains
We now complete the proof of theorem 2 in the case where the Morse function q changes sign. Harvesting from (26), (30) and (35) we obtain the Poincaré map F ω ∈ SL(2, R)
as given in (25). First we observe that the product of matrices with the format of (33) always keeps this format. This implies that the factorsq ±1/2 do not show up in the trace Tr F ω . The latter can also be seen by introducing a new time σ :=q 1/2 τ, which cancels all the occurrences ofq ±1/2 in these matrices. The product of left three matrices (25) is given by
A direct computation, keeping only the dominant part exp(c * ω) in C = cosh(c * ω) and S = sinh(c * ω) and also neglecting the relative error terms which are at most O(ε
where A and B are independent of ε. Furthermore
The expression in (37) cannot be zero because of the symplectic character of C u and C d . Note that the effect of the relative errors can be included as tiny changes in the value of c * . Alternatively (36) can be written as
At the stability boundaries we have for someM independent of ω. This shows that the width of the stability domains decreases exponentially as ω → ∞, thus proving that ρ(q) = 0.
Near tangent zeroes of q
In this section, we aim to prove the remaining part of theorem 2 and theorems 3 and 4. We consider the C 2 periodic Morse function q and the corresponding Hill equation (8)
near zeroes of q where now, locally, we have q(t)
This means that t = 0 is a non-degenerate minimum of q. Presently we restrict to the case where q is even, which makes (8) reversible. As usual, we invoke lemma 1 to bound the effect of the higher order terms, which can make the equation non-reversible. As in section 3.3 we will have to consider Airy type of differential equations [1] .
Remark 6.
-In a similar way we could study cases with
Furthermore, the coefficient c might be different on both sides of t = 0, both in the case of a minimum and in the crossing case. We shall refrain from considering these extensions. In a few remarks we shall return to this setting. -Even in less regular cases we do not want to have too wild a behaviour ofq/q. Hence, we shall assume that |q(t)| = γ c|t| γ −1 (1 + o (1)).
Again consider the current version of the monodromy map F ω = P δ • M + , compare with (25), where our interest is to arrive at the present analogue P δ of the Poincaré maps C u and C d , compare with section 3.3. Here we start with the case t > 0, aiming at a suitable Poincaré map δ and where, including the case where t < 0, we arrive at
compare with (34). The evenness over q, i.e. that q(−t) ≡ q(t) for (14) x = − y,
implies invariance with respect to the two symmetries
(x, y, t) → (x, −y, −t) and (x, y, t) → (−x, y, −t).
From this we obtain the following: 
Lemma 4 (Reversible Poincaré map near tangency

Remark 7.
In the case where q changes sign we have to proceed as in the previous subsection, namely saying that
Arguing as at the beginning of section 3.3, again consider the angular equation
of (16) . The fact that we want q
εq/q implies that t εt −1 , meaning that we have to choose δ ε 1/2 . Note that in that case for t = δ we have
Therefore we now specify δ = Kε 1/2 , again with K 1 fixed. In the τ variable the interval will be of length Kε −1/2 .
We now have to scale the case ofẍ = −ω 2 q(t)x with q(t) = d + ct 2 to a generalized (and shifted) Airy equation
with the fundamental solutions
. This approach leads to the following generalization of lemma 3.
Lemma 5.
Assume that q is a C 2 periodic Morse function which near an absolute minimum located at t = 0 behaves as (1)). Then for a fixed constant K 1 and δ = Kε 1/3 the following holds true: Proof. We want to reduce (14) with q(ετ ) = d + c|ετ | 2 to (39), skipping the higher order terms whose effect is taken into account later using lemma 1. Writing z = ατ it follows that one has to take
and the value of D as stated in the lemma. The final value of z will be αKε
Notice that the format of the matrix is like in (33) with the entries a i,j depending only on c 1/4 K. As a consequence of lemmas 4 and 5 the following dominant part is found
so here we do need asymptotic information on the behaviour of Airy functions (and their generalizations) near ∞. At this point we note that equation (39) for large positive D it is mainly elliptic and for large negative D mainly hyperbolic. The same is true for the monodromy matrix F ω = P δ •M + . Hence, when D makes the transition from positive large to negative large, the density ρ will pass from close to 1 to close to 0. According to lemma 5 this happens for variations of d which are of the order of ε as ε ↓ 0. For equation (2) this can be expressed in terms parameters (a, b) in the form of theorem 3.
Remark 8.
-Given D the value of Tr P δ , according to information the equation (39), tends to oscillate in a sinusoidal way for increasing δ. Let A(D) be the limit amplitude. Then Tr F ω behaves like A(D) sin(ωJ + ψ) for some phase ψ. It follows that the value of ρ along the line associated with D, close to a critical line tends to
-A slight modification of the above leads to a generalization of theorem 3 into the setting of remark 6 that runs as follows: in Hill's equation (2) assume p has an unique absolute minimum at t = 0 and that p(t) = m + n|t| γ locally, with m > 0, n > 0, γ > 0. Then for any fixed value of the parameter a, for b crit = −a/m, the function t → a + bp(t) has a minimum at t = 0. Moreover, then the transition from the unstable sector to the stable sector takes place in a range |b − b crit | = O(a 2/(2+γ ) ). -The case of γ = 2 concerns more degenerate minima of the function q. It is of interest to see what is the effect of degeneracies and possible unfoldings. In particular, we can consider local models like q(t) = t 4 + α 2 t 2 + α 1 t + α 0 .
Exactly at a critical line
We want to be more precise about the behaviour at a critical line, when the C 2 Morse function q 0 has a unique minimum with value 0 attained, say, at t = 0. The aim of this section is to prove the remaining part of theorem 2, which asserts that the asymptotic radial stability density equals 1/2.
Proof of theorem 2, critical case. To compute the monodromy map F ω for the critical case we split the full domain in a neighbourhood of the minimum and the remainder domain. In the latter case we essentially are dealing with a rotation over an angle going to ∞ with ω, compare with section 2. Again compare with the discussion at the beginning of section 3.3 and consider the angular equation of (16), where we aim to ensure that the first term √ q is dominant. Therefore we consider an interval around t = 0 of size Kε 1/2 (or Kε −1/2 in the τ variable, with fixed large K, as discussed before.
On the other hand, there exist c 1 , c 2 as close to c as needed, such that c 1 |t|
in that interval, provided that ω is sufficiently large. The variations in q play a minor role in the amplitude and phase of the local solutions. Hence we may well consider that in the interval around t = 0 the equation is exactlyẍ + ω 2 ct 2 x = 0. Higher order effects, including a possible non-reversibility, are included in the previous bounds. Scaling t we can assume that we are dealing with the following variation:
of the Airy equation, which is reversible, again compare with [1] . Later we shall return to the suitable scalings. First consider s 0. Let x 1 (s), x 2 (s) be the fundamental solutions with
A direct computation gives
and
where J ν denote the Bessel function of the first kind, with ν 1 = − 
, and taking (14) into account, we obtain
where z is as before, κ = √ 2 and δ = related to the passage from −s to s is given by
compare with lemma 4. Using (42) and recalling the well-known formula
we obtain the following expressions for the dominant part of the elements of N , using that sin
In this way we know the contribution to the monodromy from some −s to s. We recall that the final value of s is c 1/4 K. Note that if we stop computations here, that is, we do not take into account the effect of the elliptic part, the maximal trace of N when we allow z to change is 2 sin
We shall see that the role of this elliptic part is not so relevant. The effect of the complementary interval was given by matrix M + in (26). We recall that the value ofq 1/2 now is c
when only considering dominant terms, where P = αsq −1/2 . From the definitions of α, s andq it turns out that P = 1. Hence we obtain as the final expression for the trace
From (45) it follows that the fraction of values of ω for which |Tr F ω | < 2 is given by θ π/2 where sin(
This yields the desired value ρ = 1/2 at a critical line.
This concludes the proof of theorem 2 and hence also of theorem 1.
Remark 9.
-In the setting of remark 6 the above proof can be modified to obtain the critical density ρ = 2/(γ + 2).
The transition across a critical line
We now prove theorem 4 regarding the transition across a critical line. Instead of (39) we here use as model the Weber equation
which leads to parabolic cylinder functions. As usual the local effect of higher order terms o(z 2 ) in (46) is a negligible correction according to lemma 1. Let w 1 (z), w 2 (z) be fundamental solutions with initial conditions
The 'standard' solutions (see [1, sections 19.16, 19.17, 19.21] ) are given by
where
The dominant terms of the asymptotic expansions for fixed a and large z then read
and κ, φ 2 are functions of a defined by
taking the continuous determination of the argument which gives φ 2 = 0 for a = 0. Again using lemma 4 and recalling that in the matrices we are using −dw/dz instead dw/dz, the Poincaré map for the passage from −z to z for large z is given by N = n 1,1 n 1,2 n 2,1 n 2,2 , where Using the same kind of reasoning as in the proof in the previous subsection we also have:
-For the matrix N in (47) the maximal trace when z, and therefore , is allowed to vary, is κ + 1/κ = 2 1 + exp(2πa). -The effect of the change of independent time from z to τ , affecting n 1,2 , n 2,1 is irrelevant for the trace. Again the stability density associated with the parameter a in (46) is given by
For any fixed value of a the transition size in b from ρ close to 1 to ρ close to 0, is O(a 1/2 ) = O(ω) . Hence we can write out present Hill's equation as
We have to relate it to the parameter a in (46). A simple scaling gives a = dc −1/2 /2. This finishes our proof of theorem 4. (48) is not available. It would require explicit solutions for q as mentioned in Remark 6, a kind of fully generalized and shifted Airy equation or some equivalent Weber-like equation with |z| γ replacing z 2 in (46), which would extend the results in [1] . Numerical evidence, obtained independently with these Weber-like equations and by direct estimate of the density for large ω, shows that monotonicity holds only for γ 2. For γ > 2 the density ρ reaches the value ρ = 1 for a set of positive values of −a, see figure 6 . This set seems to be countable. Associated with these values of −a instability pockets [8, 9] are detected for reversible systems.
Square Hill's equation: a case of discontinuous q
The discontinuous case is dramatically different from the smooth cases discussed before. We again refer to Keller et al [12, 21, 22] , Arnold [3, 4, 5] and to [2, 8, 9] , restricting to the case of square Hill's equation. So we turn to the discussion of section 1.3 which describes the transition behaviour of the asympotic radial density in the case of square Hill's equation (2) with
as already defined in (11) . In this section, we shall prove theorem 5 and will give some further information on this interesting case where many things can be computed explicitly.
Given that b a = tan χ, we recall that 1−δ = tan χ , where δ runs over the interval [0, 1], thereby considering ρ = ρ(δ). The Poincaré map is
where ω 
We are interested in the stability of F δ = F δ (a) for fixed δ and a → ∞. Then, inserting
we note that 2B(δ) attains a minimum 2 at δ = 1 and that lim δ↓0 B(δ) = ∞. For a better understanding of the asymptotic radial stability density
we consider the case where the ratio ω 1 : ω 2 is irrational, invoking Birkhoff's ergodic theorem [6] , which yields that
Here λ is the Lebesgue measure on T 2 and
Tr F δ (θ 1 , θ 2 ) = 2(cos θ 1 cos θ 2 − B(δ) sin θ 1 sin θ 2 ).
To compute the measure in (49) we consider Tr F δ (θ 1 , θ 2 ) as a function on T 2 . First, a brief computation shows that the critical points of 1 2 Tr F δ (θ 1 , θ 2 ) are arranged as follows on the torus. Our next concern is with the boundary curves Tr F δ (θ 1 , θ 2 ) = ±2, see figure 7 . Because of the symmetries it is enough to restrict ourselves to 1 16 th part of T 2 , namely to the region bounded by the 'lines' 1 = {θ 1 = 0}, 2 = {θ 2 = θ 1 } and 3 = {θ 1 + θ 2 = π }.
Inside region (50) the boundary is formed by the curve B, given by Tr F δ (θ 1 , θ 2 ) = −2. The value of ρ then is the fraction of area of that region bounded by B and 1 , 2 . A summary of the behaviour of ρ is given by theorem 5 in section 1.3. To see the monotonicity we consider a line = ctant. Along it one has (B + 1)
2 (d cos( )/dB) = 2(1 + cos( )) > 0. Therefore cos( ) increases with B and then decreases. It follows that the curve B moves monotonically from 3 to 1 when δ decreases.
For the first estimate we compute the area bounded by 1 , 2 and B. Now it is better to express θ 2 along B as a function of θ 1 , starting at the point on 2 , for which θ 1 = θ * 1 √ 2/C. The dominant term is θ 2 = 1 C cot(θ 1 /2). From this the estimate follows. This can be expressed From this the estimate follows easily. As before this can be expressed in terms of δ as
showing that close to b = 0 the density ρ is close to linear in b. This finishes our proof of theorem 5.
The definite integral above has been used to compute data for the plot in figure 7 (bottom right). One can question which is the behaviour for ω 2 /ω 1 = n/m ∈ Q, (n, m) = 1, 0 < n < m, that is, the density ρ rational (δ) for the corresponding values of δ. We write θ 1 = mz, θ 2 = nz. It is enough to check the intervals z ∈ [0, 2π ] for which |Tr F δ (θ 1 , θ 2 )| < 2. After some simple manipulation this amounts to compute the zeroes of (m/n + n/m)T m+n (w) − (m/n + n/m − 2)T m (w)T n (w) = ±2, where T k denotes the kth Chebyshev polynomial. Then one can compute arccos(w i ) for all the zeroes, add the lengths of the intervals for which |Tr | < 2 and obtain the desired density along the corresponding line.
It is interesting to note that the values of ρ rational (δ) in all cases exceed the ones of ρ(δ) for the same value of δ. This can be expected because the curves B shown in figure 7 top right have positive second derivative. Figure 8 displays, in log 10 scale, the difference ρ rational (δ) − ρ(δ).
